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CHARACTERS
BENEDICK, a lord and soldier from Padua;
companion of Don Pedro
BEATRICE, niece of Leonato
DON PEDRO, Prince of Aragon
DON JOHN, the bastard brother of Don Pedro
CLAUDIO, of Florence; a count, companion of Don
Pedro, friend to Benedick

LEONATO, governor of Messina; Hero’s father
BORACHIO, follower of Don John
HERO, daughter of Leonato
MARGARET, waiting-gentlewoman attendant on
Hero
DOGBERRY, the constable in charge of Messina’s
night watch
PLOT

Don Pedro, prince of Aragon, arrives in Messina accompanied by his bastard brother, Don John, and
his two friends, the young Italian noblemen Claudio and Benedick. Don Pedro had vanquished his brother in
battle. Now, reconciled, the brothers plan to visit Leonato before returning to their homeland. On their arrival in
Messina, young Claudio is immediately smitten by the lovely Hero, daughter of Leonato, the governor of
Messina. To help his faithful young friend in his suit, Don Pedro assumes the guise of Claudio at a masked ball
and woos Hero in Claudio’s name. Then he gains Leonato’s consent for Claudio and Hero to marry. Don John
tries to cause trouble by persuading Claudio that Don Pedro means to betray him and keep Hero for himself, but
the villain is foiled in his plot and Claudio remains faithful to Don Pedro.
Benedick, the other young follower of Don Pedro, is a confirmed and bitter bachelor who scorns all men
willing to enter the married state. No less opposed to men and matrimony is Leonato’s niece, Beatrice. These
two constantly spar with one another, each trying to show intellectual supremacy over the other. Don Pedro,
with the help of Hero, Claudio, and Leonato, undertakes the seemingly impossible task of bringing Benedick and
Beatrice together in matrimony in the seven days before the marriage of Hero and Claudio.
Don John, thwarted in his first attempt to cause disharmony, forms another plot. With the help of his
servant Borachio, he arranges to make it appear as if Hero is being unfaithful to Claudio. The servant is to gain
entrance to Hero’s chambers when she is away. In her place will be her attendant, Margaret, assuming Hero’s
clothes. Don John, posing as Claudio’s true friend, will inform him of her unfaithfulness and lead him to Hero’s
window to witness her wanton disloyalty.
Don Pedro pursues his plan to persuade Benedick and Beatrice to stop quarreling and fall in love with
each other. When Benedick is close by, thinking himself unseen, Don Pedro, Claudio, and Leonato talk of their
great sympathy for Beatrice, who loves Benedick but is unloved in return. The three tell one another of the love
letters Beatrice had written to Benedick and had then torn up, and that Beatrice beats her breast and sobs over
her unrequited love for Benedick. At the same time, on occasions when Beatrice is nearby but apparently
unseen, Hero and her maid tell each other that poor Benedick pines and sighs for the heartless Beatrice. The
two unsuspecting young people decide not to let the other suffer. Each will sacrifice principles and accept the
other’s love.
Just as Benedick and Beatrice prepare to admit their love for each other, Don John is successful in his
base plot to ruin Hero. He tells Claudio that he has learned of Hero’s duplicity, and he arranges to take him and
Don Pedro to her window that very night to witness her unfaithfulness. Dogberry, a constable, and the watch
apprehend Don John’s followers and overhear the truth of the plot, but in their stupidity the petty officials cannot
get their story told in time to prevent Hero’s disgrace. Don Pedro and Claudio witness the apparent betrayal, and
Claudio determines to allow Hero to arrive in church the next day still thinking herself beloved. Then, instead of
marrying her, he will shame her before all the wedding guests.
All happens as Don John had hoped. Before the friar officiating at the ceremony and all the guests,
Claudio calls Hero a wanton and forswears her love for all time. The poor woman protests her innocence, but to
no avail. Claudio says that he had seen her foul act with his own eyes. Hero swoons and lays as if dead, but
Claudio and Don Pedro leave her with her father, who believes the story and wishes his daughter truly dead in
her shame. The friar believes the girl guiltless, however, and he persuades Leonato to believe in her, too. The
friar tells Leonato to let the world believe Hero dead while they work to prove her innocent. Benedick, also
believing in her innocence, promises to help unravel the mystery. Then, Beatrice tells Benedick of her love for
him after he confesses his love for her. However, she asks him to kill his friend Claudio and so prove his love for
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her, something Benedick is loath to do. In the end, though, Benedick challenges Claudio to a duel. Meanwhile,
Don John has fled the country after the successful outcome of his plot.
At last, Dogberry and the watch get to Leonato and tell their story. When Claudio and Don Pedro hear
the story, Claudio wants to die and to be with his wronged Hero. Leonato allows the two sorrowful men to
continue to think Hero dead. In fact, they all attend her funeral. Leonato says that he will be avenged if Claudio
will marry his niece, a woman who much resembles Hero. Although Claudio still loves the dead Hero, he agrees
to marry the other girl to help make amends for his part in Hero’s “death.”
When Don Pedro and Claudio arrive at Leonato’s house for the ceremony, all the women are masked.
Leonato brings one young woman forward. After Claudio promises to be her husband, she unmasks. She is, of
course, Hero. At first, Claudio cannot believe his senses, but after he is convinced of the truth, he takes her to
the church immediately. Then, Benedick and Beatrice declare their true love for each other, and they, too, leave
for the church after a dance in celebration of the double nuptials to be performed. Best of all, word comes that
Don John had been captured and is being brought back to Messina to face his brother, Don Pedro, the next day.
On this day, however, all is joy and happiness.
MAJOR THEMATIC CONCERNS
Appearances and Reality






As a general rule, lies are tools of chaos and destruction. They are a kind of false knowledge that can
have the seductive quality of truth.
Once this false knowledge takes hold, it can be difficult to dislodge, often proving a barrier to gaining
wisdom.
This includes self-deception, as people seldom know their own minds and are prone to self-destructive
choices. This includes the choice to be resistant to change.
All of these problems are compounded by the flawed nature of humans, as people are primed to believe
the worst in others and the best in themselves.
At the same time, when used for honorable ends, a false reality can help to heal wounds or restore
order (e.g., tricking Benedick and Beatrice or reuniting Claudio and Hero). In this regard, intent is key.

Pride





Excessive pride or regard for one's honor is life-negating. It locks individuals into stereotyped behavior
that cuts off avenues for personal growth.
It is a kind of false knowledge-- leading to certainty, but not wisdom.
In particular, the male ego is a fragile thing, leading to the possibility of chaos and destruction if it is
challenged.
Sometimes humbling oneself is the key to opening up to the possibility of necessary change. This in
turn, helps one to potentially achieve happiness.

Love





Love is a kind of merry game whose ultimate reward is the companionship of marriage.
As a force of nature, love is extremely powerful. It has the potential to motivate both great good and
great evil.
This is especially true, since love can make a fool of even the wisest or best-intentioned person. When
one loves, one’s judgment is impaired by bias.
Despite this, the life-affirming connections of love is preferable to any alternative-- even though love is
(by definition) a constraint on personal freedom.

